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Strategy is one of the oldest types of games in the history of mankind. Whether it's chess, board games, or even some card games, we've been playing strategic games since long before there was a computer. The strategy of the game has come a long way, but the basic premise of using
your brain to beat your opponents remains true to this day. It's a fantastic way to test yourself to see how creative you can be. Here are the best strategic games on Android! We would like to give an honorable mention in Kairosoft's colorful and fun strategy game as well. Price: $4.99Bad
North: Jotunn Edition is one of the new strategic games on the list. It plays like a classic strategy game. You get space and you protect it from the invasion of the bad guys. However, it also has elements of tower defense and roguelike genres as well. Each island is generated randomly and
you have to protect each of them. In addition, you constantly lose commanders if they go down into battle. This adds a bit of extra depth and complexity to the works. The game has occasional errors, but it is otherwise a great strategy game with one price tag and no in-app purchases.
Bloons TD 6Price: $4.99 with in-app purchasesBloons TD 6 is the last tower defense game in the long series. It has many elements from previous titles. You play like monkeys and protect yourself from the bad guys. The game includes 19 towers, three upgrade paths to the tower and tons
of mini upgrades. The game also supports offline games, new game modes, various challenges, and more. It's easily the best defense tower release in 2018 (besides perhaps defending the cake) and it's a must-try for strategy lovers. It works for $4.99 with additional purchases in the app if
you decide to pay for them. Kingdom Rush series games are also pretty good if you like tower defense strategy. Map ThiefPrice: Free/$1.99Card Thief is one of the most unique strategic games. It's a mixture between strategy and card game. Your goal is to move around to avoid detection.
You will have equipment, stealth points, and more to help you avoid the guards and finish the level. It boasts a playing time of two to three minutes per game. This makes it great for casual gamers. You can download the game for free and unlock the full version for $1.99.Chess from AI
Factory LimitedPrice: FreeChess is one of the oldest strategic games. Chess Free is probably the best chess game on a mobile phone. The graphics are not much to watch. However, you'll have 12 levels of difficulty in two game modes, ELO Ratings, Save and Download games, local
multiplayer, chess tutor, and a bunch of other interesting things. That's about The same full of chess game as you can find. It uses an ancient chess engine. It's the same one from MSN Chess. AI Factory Limited has a bunch of other simple board games such as Checkers, GO and a few
others. Escapists 1 and 2Price: 2Price: EachThe Escapist series is two excellent strategy games. Players collect and craft various items and plan their escape from prison. Until then, you have to play a role and be a prisoner model so as not to attract attention. The first and second games
are not different at all that much. However, the second game has more and more prisons to break out of along with more scenarios in general. They are a bit expensive, but they are a one-time game fee without in-app purchases or ads. Heroes FlatlandiaPrice: Free Demo /$1.99Heroes
from Flatlandia is a turn-based strategy game with fun graphics and decent games. You are recruiting an army of fantasy inspired troops and clashing with the bad guys to take over the land. The game includes eight game heroes, 30 types of units in four races, local multiplayer mode and
more. It's a solid experience, though it may lack the depth that many other hardcore strategy fans crave. Either way, you can try it for free before you buy a full game. After that, there are no micro-transactions. Machines at War 3Price: $6.99Machines in War 3 is one of the game's best realtime strategies. Your job is to defeat the bad guys and save some scientists. It has a deep history that spans 21 missions. It also has 130 different types of units and technologies to create, unlimited random card skirmishes, online multiplayer, and more. There is even an unlimited random
shootout mode in case you just want to kill a few minutes. The game is delightfully challenging, as any good strategy game should be. It's a bit expensive at $6.99, but there are no in-app purchases. Mobile 3Price Motorsport Manager: $3.99 with purchases in the Motorsport Manager Mobile
3 app is one of the best and new strategic games on your mobile phone. You can build your own motorsport team from scratch. This includes hiring drivers, mechanics, building a car, and racing to win. The game has small obstacles, such as changes in the weather, to which the player
must adapt. In addition, there are complexity settings, rule changes, and all kinds of other things that won't be too outdated. This is one of the many strategies for modeling games on a mobile phone. This one just has solid mechanics and it's fun to play, even for non-motorsport fans. Pocket
CityPrice: Free/$3.99Pocket City Strategy Simulation Game is similar to Sim City. Try saying it three times faster. Anyway, this game has a lot like that. You are building a city with all the different elements. Players control things like cash flow, traffic, citizen happiness and more. Also, you
can cause both fun and horrible things to spice it up a bit. Game simple, does not contain microtransactions, and it works offline without any problems. There is also a cloud saving feature as well. The free version contains ads, while the premium version does not. Otherwise they should
play about the same. Roller coaster This is another strategy simulator that we strongly recommend as well. Rebel Inc and Plague IncPrice: Free with the in-app purchasesRebel Inc and Plague Inc are two excellent strategy games. Plague Inc has players creating viruses and trying to infect
the whole world. It's so frightening for sure that the CDC once asked developers to talk about the game. Rebel Inc has players trying to quell uprisings in the region to help ease unrest. Your decisions affect the history of the game and there are five regions for you to play in. ROME: Total
WarPrice: $9.99 and $4.99 (each)ROME: Total War is a strategy game with PC back in 2004. Since then it has seen Mac OS, iPad, iPhone and Android ports. This is no joke in real-time strategy games with massive battles, actual strategies that not only train troops and throw them at
opponents, and it comes with 19 playable factions. Players build their kingdom and their army in preparation for world domination. There are two standalone DLCs for this, including The Barbaric Invasion and Alexander, each with their own scenarios. The full game game is for $9.99 and
each DLC runs $4.99.Rusted WarfarePrice: $1.99Rusted Warfare is a retro-style real-time strategy game with a great going for it. It boasts a more hardcore RTS experience without in-app purchases, without advertising, and no pay-for-winning mechanics. It also boasts more than 40
player-controlled units, various protections, online and offline multiplayer, as well as support for mice and keyboards. The graphics don't win any awards, but to be honest, it's just the ding we have on this. Even then, it's not bad if you're into a retro game. It even has a custom game mode for
practice, fun, and goofing around with the mechanics of the game. It should probably be more popular. SupercellPrice: Free playSupercell is the developer of four of the most successful and popular strategic games ever. These are Clash of Clans, Clash Royale, Brawl Stars and Boom
Beach. Clash of Clans and Boom Beach are RTS strategy games where you build a base, protect it from other players and then attack other players. Clash Royale is a card game similar in scale to Hearthstone. Brawl Stars is to beat the 'em up strategy game with some elements of MOBA.
Each game boasts a massive base of players and that's good news because they are all online multiplayer games. There are also many games like Clash of Clans, as well as games like Clash Royale, if you like the genre but want to try another developer's spin on it. you play as a group of
refugees and you try to escape from the zone without being killed. The game has simple mechanics, brutal decision-making moments, and a uniquely bleak art style. There is an autonomous DLC called This War Of Mine: Mine: with similar graphics and similar game mechanics. This is one
of the really good, folks.zCubePrice: $0.99zCube is a bit of a wild card pick. This is a strategy of playing with tower protection elements. However, instead of protecting the flat plane from enemies, you have to protect the entire cube. You get 24 missions, custom games with one against one,
two against two, and two against one option, about two dozen units, and more. It's not quite as deep as something like Clash of Clans or ROME: Total War. However, for just a dollar without in-app purchases, this is a great strategy being a ock. If we missed any of the best strategy games
for Android, tell us about them in the comments! FPS games (first-person shooters) are some of the most exciting genres of the game out there. It's one of the most popular genres ever. It also has a host of highly regarded games, including Halo, Call of Duty, Battlefield, Destiny and many
others. Believe it or not, there's actually a healthy stock of FPS games on Android that you can dig into. Most of them require at least a semi-worthy device to play. They tend to have heavy graphics, high demand for Internet use, and usually just high resources consuming games. Fortnite is
another great FPS game on Android, but it's not in the Play Store, so we haven't listed it here. You can click here to install the instructions in case you want to try that one! Call of Duty: MobileCritical OpsDead Effect 2Hitman SniperInfinity OpsInto the Dead 2Modern Combat 5NOVA
LegacyPUBG MobileShadowgun War GamesPrice: Free to PlayCall of Duty: Mobile had the biggest game launch in the history of mobile gaming. It also helps that people actually like the game. It's a pretty standard online FPS shooter with regular PvP as well as 100-player combat mode
Royale. Regular PvP includes a standard deathmatch along with some iterations. Players can also customize their gear and unlock more things. It's relatively new compared to most FPS games, but it's already one of the biggest names in all mobile games. Critical OpsPrice: Free to play
Critical Ops is one of the new FPS games. It's technically still in public beta without a full release yet. In this, you can choose to be part of the counterterrorism unit and stop the destruction or play as a terrorist and lead to destruction. It has online multiplayer modes, leaders, and decent
graphics to create a pretty complete overall experience. The game has evolved significantly since the early days and Being one of the really great FPS games on Android is not called PUBG Mobile or Fortnite.Dead Effect 2Price: Free to playDead Effect 2 is a sci-fi FPS game with elements

of horror, survival and RPG. Rpg. Play as the main character and you can choose from the three main characters. In addition, you will have tons of gear, weapons and body implants to find and align during the game. It has more than 20 hours of campaigning, and tons of options for
modernization. Of course, you'll align your character as well. It has fantastic graphics as well. This is one of the best FPS games for players who enjoy history and campaign more than competitive matchmaking. Hitman SniperPrice: $4.99 with in-app purchasesHitman: Sniper is one of the
most unique FPS games. Your character is sitting outside the building looking in with a sniper rifle. Your job is to pull out different targets, no one becomes suspicious about your location. The game contains over 150 missions, various sniper rifles to unlock, leaders, and it also has some
elements of strategy. It's relatively inexpensive and can be a lot of fun if you prefer a little more strategy rather than raw, super fast action. Infinity OpsPrice: Free playInfinity Ops is one of the new FPS games on your mobile phone at the time of writing this article. It started under a different
name and re-branded soon after. It boasts a multiplayer online competitive experience in a sci-fi setting. The game has above-average social features, clans, various in-game weapons, jet packs, and different game modes. The graphics and mechanics are also pretty good compared to
most average FPS games. Most of the reviews of the game are surprisingly positive, except for those who work with bugs. Into the Dead 2Price: Free to play In Dead 2 is one of the new FPS games. It has a lot of the same mechanics from the first. You are working through zombie fields to
survive. The player receives a ton of weapons to unlock and upgrade. This option also includes some elements of strategy and dog mates as well. The graphics are above average. It also plays well for being a mobile game and contains several endings. The game has an amazing amount
of depth for being a mobile game. It's a free game and it's never perfect. However, it's still a great FPS game. Modern Fight 5: eSportsPrice: Free to playModern Combat 5 is one of the most popular and basic FPS games on your mobile phone. The game comes with some decent graphics,
tons of content, online multiplayer, and more. Its popularity virtually ensures that there is always someone online to play with or against. It also comes with a campaign mode, six different classes of characters that can be aligned and configured, and support hardware controllers. All this
adds up to a very solid experience. These days, the game even promotes itself as eSport.NOVA Free playNOVA Legacy is the latest name in the franchise of popular FPS games. This is a sci-fi shooter that comes with full campaign mode, decent graphics, multiple game modes, games,
multiplayer mode and more. You can even build and upgrade your weapons. Some of its tertiary functions include leaderboards, character settings, and replays of death cameras in multiplayer mode. It's a free game. It makes him feel and play differently than his predecessors. However, it is
one of the best. Don't believe his 20MB claim, though. it's much more than that. PUBG Mobile and PUBG Mobile LitePrice: Free playPUBG Mobile is the mobile port of the very popular FPS game on console and PC. This game falls on the island with 100 total players. The goal is to be the
last one left standing. There is equipment, weapons and vehicles scattered across the map as well. He plays amazingly well like the new one. In addition, the mechanics are above average, even for the mobile game FPS. Fortnite is another great option in the same FPS subgenre as PUBG
Mobile. There are also some decent PUBG Mobile clones as well. Shadowgun War GamesPrice: Free to playShadowgun War Games - the last game MADFINGER GAMES, developers of popular franchises Unkilled, Shadowgun and Dead Trigger (also excellent first-person shooters). This
one plays a lot like titles such as Overwatch. It's all online PvP with different characters with different abilities. It's brand new, so the developers haven't added a bunch yet, but more is coming in future updates. This one was a bit of a rough release so the Play Store rating is a bit low, but the
updates have fixed a lot of questions. OTHER MADFINGER games can easily make this list as well. If we missed any of the best FPS games for Android, tell us about them in the comments! Comments!
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